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Document Management for the Enterprise
1996-09-07

defines and simplifies the principles of document engineering and management

The Document Methodology
2007

the document methodology is written for anyone who is trying to manage
operate understand or change a relatively complex set of business processes
supported by an information system on a computer network the document
methodology embodies five axioms that form the basis for its approach the
sequence of the axioms reflects the sequence of the book with each axiom
discussed individually in chapters 2 to 6 the axioms are 1 documents record
enterprise knowledge knowing what support cycles were used to record and
access knowledge in what documents provides a base to create more value 2
documents define the enterprise process defining projects with document
milestones of core processes provides a foundation for monitoring and
compiling statistics on enterprise performance 3 documents provide facts to
manage people the summary of process and resource statistics can be used by



the management infrastructure to operate and change its core processes 4
documents structure support systems requirements for exceptional access to
knowledge and for computation of process statistics frame an enabling
technology architecture 5 documents guide enterprise change using variance to
understand process and relieve bottlenecks provides the facts to simulate
plan and deploy innovative change

Enterprise Content Management with Microsoft
SharePoint
2013-11-15

solve your content management problems efficiently with microsoft sharepoint
meet the challenges of enterprise content management ecm head on using rich
ecm features in sharepoint 2013 led by two ecm experts you ll learn how to
build a solid information architecture ia for managing documents knowledge
web content digital assets records and user generated content throughout your
organization with examples and case studies based on the authors real world
experience this practical book is ideal for cios marketing executives project
managers and enterprise architects discover how to design a scalable easy to
use content management repository build an ecm team with specific project



governance roles gain stakeholder support for project and change management
foster user adoption by clarifying general ia concepts organize content using
sharepoint records management tools configure content types managed metadata
and site settings examine processes for managing paper driven vs digital
content apply best practices for deploying sharepoint ecm features support
risk management and compliance regulations

A Standard for Enterprise Project Management
2008-07-28

providing structured yet adaptable models of project success within an
organization a standard for enterprise project management explains each of
the basic elements needed for project success and integrates them into a
balanced life cycle continuum it also supplies an inventory of practical
policies procedures techniques and templates for cons

Ontology-Based Applications for Enterprise Systems
and Knowledge Management
2012-08-31



this book provides an opportunity for readers to clearly understand the
notion of ontology engineering and the practical aspects of this approach in
the domains of two interest areas knowledge management systems and enterprise
systems

E-Documentation and E-Commerce Solutions for
Business
2019-11

e documentation and e commerce solutions for business informs the readers
about the various ways in which the process of e documentation plays an
important role in the development of the businesses and how the documents are
managed in electronic way it provides the insights on the electronic
documentation in the e commerce business and the importance of such process
in the successful implementation of the business strategies this book also
discusses about the business models in e commerce industry the challenges in
the e business challenges that arise in the e documentation of business the
business process management in e commerce and future of e commerce



The Product is Docs
2020

this book provides a broad perspective about the essential aspects of
creating technical documentation in today s product development world it is a
book of opinions and guidance collected as short essays you can read
selectively about subjects that interest you or you can read the entire
collection in any order you like information development is a
multidimensional discipline and it is easy to theorize we have written this
book from our direct experience using the concrete insights and practices we
apply to our work every day if you work as an information developer a manager
in a documentation team or in another part of product development that
collaborates with a doc team there is information in this book for you
perhaps you are a technical writer in a small high growth company that is
figuring out its processes perhaps you are an information development manager
in a large enterprise company with an expanding product line and an ever more
complex matrix of cross functional dependencies you might work at a medium
sized company where your management is asking you to do more with fewer
people and you want some additional perspective that will help you find a
leaner and more effective way to deliver what your business demands or you
might work outside the technical documentation world in another part of



product development and are wondering how to collaborate most effectively
with the documentation team the purpose of the product is docs is to provoke
discussion shine light on some murky areas and we hope inspire our colleagues
to consider their processes and assumptions with new eyes amazon

Document Creation Guide for MicroStrategy Analytics
Enterprise
2013-10-31

the document creation guide contains instructions to design and create report
services documents building on information in the basic reporting guide and
advanced reporting guide

Information and Process Integration in Enterprises
2012-12-06

information and process integration in enterprises rethinking documents is a
bold attempt to address information and process integration issues as a
single body of research and practice this book has identified the concept of



documents as a common thread linking the integration issues documents after
all are representations of information along with representations of the
usage of the information contained therein rethinking the role of documents
is therefore central to re engineering enterprises in the context of
information and process integration the chapters of this book are based on
papers presented at the international working conference on information and
process integration in enterprises ipic 96 held at mit on november 14 and 15
1996 the chapters cover a range of issues from the future role of documents
in enterprise integration to emerging models of business processes and
information use to practical experiences in implementing new processes and
technologies in real work environments information and process integration in
enterprises rethinking documents is suitable as a secondary text for a
graduate level course on information technology

Strategic Blueprint for Enterprise Analytics
2019

the document analysis guide contains instructions for business analysts to
execute and analyze a document in microstrategy desktop and microstrategy
building on basic concepts about projects and reports presented in the
microstrategy basic reporting guide



Information and Documentation
2013-10-31

established in 1982 filenet practically invented the field of enterprise
office document imaging systems this book provides a wider understanding of
how to use this complex and powerful set of products

Document Analysis Guide for for MicroStrategy
Analytics Enterprise
2004

build an enterprise search engine using apache solr index and search
documents ingest data from varied sources apply various text processing
techniques utilize different search capabilities and customize solr to
retrieve the desired results apache solr a practical approach to enterprise
search explains each essential concept backed by practical and industry
examples to help you attain expert level knowledge the book which assumes a
basic knowledge of java starts with an introduction to solr followed by steps
to setting it up indexing your first set of documents and searching them it



then introduces you to information retrieval and its implementation in apache
solr this will help you understand your search problem decide the approach to
build an effective solution and use various metrics to evaluate the results
the book next covers the schema design and techniques to build a text
analysis chain for cleansing normalizing and enriching your documents and
addressing different types of search queries it describes various popular
matching techniques which are generally applied to improve the precision and
recall of searches you will learn the end to end process of data ingestion
from varied sources metadata extraction pre processing and transformation of
content various search components query parsers and other advanced search
capabilities after covering out of the box features solr expert dikshant
shahi dives into ways you can customize solr for your business and its
specific requirements along with ways to plug in your own components most
important you will learn about implementations for solr scoring factors
affecting the document score and tuning the score for the application at hand
the book explains why textual scoring is not sufficient for practical ranking
of documents and ways to integrate real world factors for contributing to the
document ranking you ll see how to influence user experience by providing
suggestions and recommendations you ll also see integration of solr with
important related technologies such as opennlp and tika additionally you will
learn about scaling solr using solrcloud this book concludes with coverage of
semantic search capabilities which is crucial for taking the search



experience to the next level by the end of apache solr you will be proficient
in designing and developing your search engine

FileNet
2020

focused on the latest research on text and document management this guide
addresses the information management needs of organizations by providing the
most recent findings how the need for effective databases to house
information is impacting organizations worldwide and how some organizations
that possess a vast amount of data are not able to use the data in an
economic and efficient manner is demonstrated a taxonomy for object oriented
databases metrics for controlling database complexity and a guide to
accommodating hierarchies in relational databases are provided also covered
is how to apply java triggers for x link management and how to build
signatures

Information and Documentation
2015-12-26



indoor wireless communications from theory to implementation provides an in
depth reference for design engineers system planners and post graduate
students interested in the vastly popular field of indoor wireless
communications it contains wireless applications and services for in building
scenarios and knowledge of key elements in the design and implementation of
these systems technologies such as wireless local area networks bluetooth
zigbee indoor optical communications wimax umts and gsm for indoor
environments are fully explained and illustrated with examples antennas and
propagation issues for in building scenarios are also discussed emphasizing
models and antenna types specifically developed for indoor communications an
exhaustive survey on indoor wireless communication equipment is also
presented covering all available technologies including antennas distribution
systems transceivers and base stations

Apache Solr
2003-01-01

analysis and design methods for document exchanges that combine and
interconnect business processes and services on the internet



Effective Databases for Text & Document Management
2017-07-03

the document methodology iii makes a rock solid case for knowledge as the
single most valuable asset of any organization it proposes a systems
engineering discipline with which to capture quantify categorize store and
utilize knowledge to enable diverse cultural groups professions and
individuals to work toward a common aim this innovative approach adds a new
dimension to understanding the way in which to achieve transitional change in
healthcare and long term care services the methodology takes management of
transformational change in health care to another dimension demonstrating the
use of collective social intelligence and the behavior of complex adaptive
systems toward capturing knowledge flow to value enabling communities to
evolve into living organisms full of life and health not just simply
presenting concepts the book gives us a full set of business plans case
studies and conversations designed to illustrate how people patients families
professions trades and communities with diverse philosophies and beliefs can
work effectively together to manage the flow of knowledge to value with which
to transform and build communities of care



Indoor Wireless Communications
2005

the transactional document guide for business organizations familiarizes
students with the basic forms and documents used in the life cycle of a
business and illustrates how the law is applied in practice this text
provides readers with full length documents that have been selected for their
readability organized into three primary sections covering corporations
general partnerships and hybrid entities the supplemental text features 15
documents in total that provide examples of partnership agreements articles
of organization certificates of merger and dissolution proxy statements and
more the second edition has been revised to feature document examples from
facebook rather than mcdonalds including such documents as facebook s
articles of incorporation bylaws and proxy statement additionally the third
section includes a new statement of dissociation statement of dissolution and
application to register limited liability partnership the transactional
document guide for business organizations is an excellent supplemental
textbook for foundational courses in business organization and business
planning



Document Engineering
2020-02-17

the apache http server 2 2 official documentation books covers all aspects of
using and managing for the world s most popular web server

The Document Methodology Third Edition
1976

ibm watsontm content analytics content analytics version 3 0 formerly known
as ibm content analytics with enterprise search icawes helps you to unlock
the value of unstructured content to gain new actionable business insight and
provides the enterprise search capability all in one product content
analytics comes with a set of tools and a robust user interface to empower
you to better identify new revenue opportunities improve customer
satisfaction detect problems early and improve products services and
offerings to help you gain the most benefits from your unstructured content
this ibm redbooks publication provides in depth information about the
features and capabilities of content analytics how the content analytics
works and how to perform effective and efficient content analytics on your



content to discover actionable business insights this book covers key
concepts in content analytics such as facets frequency deviation correlation
trend and sentimental analysis it describes the content analytics miner and
guides you on performing content analytics using views dictionary lookup and
customization the book also covers using ibm content analytics studio for
domain specific content analytics integrating with ibm content classification
to get categories and new metadata and interfacing with ibm cognos business
intelligence bi to add values in bi reporting and analysis and customizing
the content analytics miner with apis in addition the book describes how to
use the enterprise search capability for the discovery and retrieval of
documents using various query and visual navigation techniques and
customization of crawling parsing indexing and runtime search to improve
search results the target audience of this book is decision makers business
users and it architects and specialists who want to understand and analyze
their enterprise content to improve and enhance their business operations it
is also intended as a technical how to guide for use with the online ibm
knowledge center for configuring and performing content analytics and
enterprise search with content analytics



Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents
1997

the global shift toward delivering services online requires organizations to
evolve from using traditional paper files and storage to more modern
electronic methods there has however been very little information on just how
to navigate this change until now implementing electronic document and record
management systems explains how to efficiently store and access electronic
documents and records in a manner that allows quick and efficient access to
information so an organization may meet the needs of its clients the book
addresses a host of issues related to electronic document and records
management systems edrms from starting the project to systems administration
it details every aspect in relation to implementation and management
processes the text also explains managing cultural changes and business
process re engineering that organizations undergo as they switch from paper
based records to electronic documents it offers case studies that examine how
various organizations across the globe have implemented edrms while the task
of creating and employing an edrms may seem daunting at best implementing
electronic document and record management systems is the resource that can
provide you with the direction and guidance you need to make the transition
as seamless as possible



The Information Enterprise
2020-10-29

three super hot topics come together in this first complete guide to
enterprise application integration with xml and java the book teaches readers
to identify data exchange requirements and meet them with java and xml it
contains easy to read well documented code throughout the cd rom contains
extensive source code from the book plus a library of leading edge software
and trialware

The Transactional Document Guide for Business
Organizations
2010-04

a practical informative guide to banks major weakness legal data for banking
defines the legal data domain in the context of financial institutions and
describes how banks can leverage these assets to optimise business lines and
effectively manage risk legal data is at the heart of post 2009 regulatory
reform and practitioners need to deepen their grasp of legal data management



in order to remain compliant with new rules focusing on transparency in trade
and risk reporting this book provides essential information for it project
management and data governance leaders with detailed discussion of current
and best practices many banks are experiencing recurrent pain points related
to legal data management issues so clear explanations of the required
processes systems and strategic governance provide immediately relevant
relief the recent financial crisis following the collapse of major banks had
roots in poor risk data management and the regulators unawareness of
accumulated systemic risk stemming from contractual obligations between firms
to avoid repeating history today s banks must be proactive in legal data
management this book provides the critical knowledge practitioners need to
put the necessary systems and practices in place learn how current legal data
management practices are hurting banks understand the systems structures and
strategies required to manage risk and optimise business lines delve into the
regulations surrounding risk aggregation netting collateral enforceability
and more gain practical insight on legal data technology systems and
migration the legal contracts between firms contain significant obligations
that underpin the financial markets failing to recognise these terms as
valuable data assets means increased risk exposure and untapped business
lines legal data for banking provides critical information for the banking
industry with actionable guidance for implementation



Apache HTTP Server 2.2 Official Documentation -
Volume I. Server Administration
1992-10

this book identifies key factors necessary for a well functioning information
infrastructure and explores how information culture impacts the management of
public information stressing the need for a proactive and holistic
information management approach amidst e government development in an effort
to deal with an organization s scattered information resources enterprise
content management records management and information culture amidst e
government development investigates the key differences between enterprise
content management ecm and records management rm the impact of e government
development on information management and the role of information in
enhancing accountability and transparency of government institutions the book
hence identifies factors that contribute to a well functioning information
infrastructure and further explores how information culture impacts the
management of public information it highlights the records continuum model
rcm thinking as a more progressive way of managing digital information in an
era of pluralization of government information it also emphasizes the need
for information records management skills amidst e government development



ideas about records information and content management have fundamentally
changed and developed because of increasing digitalization though not fully
harmonized these new ideas commonly stress and underpin the need for a
proactive and holistic information management approach the proactive approach
entails planning for the management of the entire information continuum
before the information is created for private enterprises and government
institutions endeavoring to meet new information demands from customers
citizens and the society at large such an approach is a prerequisite for
accomplishing their missions it could be argued that information is and has
always been essential to all human activities and we are witnessing a
transformation of the information landscape presents research with broad
application based on archives and information science but relevant for
information systems records management information culture and e government
examines the differences between enterprise content management and records
management bridges a gap between the proponents of enterprise content
management and information professionals such as records managers and
archivists

Monthly Catalogue, United States Public Documents
1875



a fully updated step by step guide for implementing coso s enterprise risk
management coso enterprise risk management second edition clearly enables
organizations of all types and sizes to understand and better manage their
risk environments and make better decisions through use of the coso erm
framework the second edition discusses the latest trends and pronouncements
that have affected coso erm and explores new topics including the pcaob s
release of as5 isaca s recently revised cobit and the recently released iia
standards offers you expert advice on how to carry out internal control
responsibilities more efficiently updates you on the ins and outs of the coso
report and its emergence as the new platform for understanding all aspects of
risk in today s organization shows you how an effective risk management
program following coso erm can help your organization to better comply with
the sarbanes oxley act knowledgeably explains how to implement an effective
erm program preparing professionals develop and follow an effective risk
culture coso enterprise risk management second edition is the fully revised
invaluable working resource that will show you how to identify risks avoid
pitfalls within your corporation and keep it moving ahead of the competition
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